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"I'M ASKING YOU TO BELIEVE.
Not just in my ability to bring about

real change in Washington ... I'm
ng you to believe in yours."
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Now is the time for us to reject the rhetoric and petty arguments about the things that make our Pagan paths

unique and different. Now is the time for us to put aside the threats ofvoting for McCain/Palin because a

candidate did not win the primary.

Now is the time to realize that as citizens, we have an obligation to the very system which allows us to vote in the

first place, a civic duty to make surethatthe war-mongering, economically disasterous politics ofthe last two

terms are not allowed to continue for an other four!

We can ill-afford to chance the unlikely situation that after voting with Geroge Bush 91 % ofthe time, that the 9%
maverick ticket of McCain/Palin will suddenly change course if elected. We must make sure that Barack Obama

and Joe Biden get elected for the next term, and then we must hold them to theirwords and promises and not

let them offthe hook like we have with our current administration. We must stand up as citizens and engage the

politcal will that such great and idealistic men as Jefferson successfully encouraged in his own time.

Being a graphic designer by nature, IVe created a logo that plays offthe main "0" theme, but is something of a

familiar banner under which we can rally! I used a smallerversionformy picture, you can find the large version

at my site, http:/Jwww.petebeckley.com
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